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Recognising the need for secondary school students to be armed with strong
vocabulary skills, Advanced Vocabulary For '0' Level is designed especially
for those in secondary four (Express and Normal) who wish to build on their
knowledge of new words.
Deliberately set at a standard higher than the secondary four level, the objective
of this book is to allow the learner to master a higher level of vocabulary so that
he is able to apply distinctive words during examinations to impress markers further.
With a total of 365 tests categorised into 10 different parts, this book provides
more than sufficient practice for the vocabulary learner by focusing on a specific
type of vocabulary usage in each section. This allows the learner to have a
sharpened sense of the different types of vocabulary usage and at the same
time, develops an extensive collection of new words.
Different skills can be picked up in the various sections of this book. Under
"Confusing Words", the learner is able to acquire a more discerning mind by picking
out the most appropriate word among similar words in a sentence usage. Under
"Synonyms and Antonyms", one can build on the knowledge of pairs of words
with same and opposite meanings. "Challenging Idioms", "Similfis" and "Figures
of Speech" focus on the figurative use of the English language. This form of
knowledge is especially useful when the student wants to find an imaginative way
of expressing feelings, situations or opinions.
Conscientious attempts are made to facilitate vocabulary learning for the student.
Lists of difficult words and their corresponding meanings are presented in the
form of "VOCABquick CHECK" in the sections entitled "Multiple Choice Questions"
and "Confusing Words". This provides an ease of reference for the learner who
wishes to check on new or baffling words in the tests.
Therefore, learning new words is no longer an insurmountable task, but an exciting
and stimulating experience, with dedicated guidance along the way.

Andrew Murphy
Editor
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Part 1

Multiple Choice Questions

12 Questions per test 80 Tests----------------------- 5 - 84

Part 2

Confusing Words

15 Questions per test 30 Tests-------------------- 85 - 114

Part 3

Mastering ToughVocabulary

15 Questions per test 25Tests---------115

Part 4

Synonyms & Antonyms

15 Questions per test

Part 5

Challenging Phrasal Verbs

15 Questions per test 40 Tests-------------------170 - 209

Part 6

Challenging Idioms

15 Questions per test 50 Tests-----------------21 0 - 259

Part 7

ChallengingProverbs

14 Questions per test 40 Tests----------------260

Part 8

Figures of Speech

10 Questions per test 30 Tests-------------------300- 329

Part 9

Similes

18 Questions per test 20 Tests----------------330

Part 10

Parts of Speech

18 Questions per test 20 Tests-----------------350 - 369

-139

30Tests------------------140 - 169

Answers

- 299

- 349

370- 389

365 Tests
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VOCABquick CHECK
Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.
1. Wilber writes in a style that is brief and unnecessarily.

(1) succinct
2.

3.

(2) effusive

and does not waste words

(3) verbose

(4) long-winded

A person by nature, Pauline likes making new friends and holding
parties where everybody can enjoy themselves.
(1) exultant
(2) amiable
(3) happy
(4) gregarious
Professor Tan is an extremely intelligent and -

person who is always

inventingnew theories.

4.

(2) conceited

Motorists are (1) advised

to avoid Orchard Road due to traffic congestion.
(2) reprimanded
(3) warned
(4) told

(1) despicable

blatant - adj. open and unashamed; flagrant.
candour - n. the quality of being open and honest.
composed - adj. calm.
conceited - adj. excessively
proud of oneself.
contemplative - adj. think profoundly and at length.

effusive-adj.expressinggrati-

(1) inspired

5. The _lies

amiable - adj. friendly and
pleasant in manner.

(3) ingenious

(4) curious

that they have told about me are absolutely wicked!
(2) blatant
(3) indecorous
(4) inappropriate

tude,pleasure,
approvalin
an
unrestramed or
manner.
endemic - adj. (of a disease or
condition) regularly found
among particular people or in a
certain area.
endorse - v. declare one's public approval of.
. epicure-no

a person who takes

particular pleasure in fine food
and drink.

in the 19thcentury caused widespread fear and resulted epidemic-no awidespreadocin a huge loss of life.
currence
an infectious
disease m a of
communIty
at a par(1) endemic
(2) epidemic
(3) academic
(4) epicure
' ticulartime.

6. The smallpox

. exultant

7. Meditation in the temple over the past few months has brought about a change
in the impulsive man; he became more and spiritual.
(1) composed
(2) receptive
(3) quiet
(4) contemplative
8,

9,

Be careful of James for he is a very smooth talker who has been blessed with
the gift of the -'
(1) glib
(2) tongue
(3) mouth
(4) gab
The demonstrators took to the streets after being rousing rhetoric.

(1) endorsed

(2) promoted

10, It is always better to be a man of (1) integrity
(2) veracity

(3) incited

to riot by their leader's

(4) impelled

and to live by your conscience.

(3) candour

(4) reputation

(1) prompted

(2) instructed

(3) provoked

up his home-

(4) spurred

triumphant.

- adj. surprised

gregarious - adj. fond of company; sociable,
impel - v. force or urge to do
something.
indecorous - adj. not in keeping with good taste and propriety; improper.
ingenious - adj. clever, original, and inventive.
meticulous - adj. very careful
and precise.
painstaking - adj. donewith
or employing great care and
thoroughness.
receptive - adj. willing to consider new ideas.
rhetoric

11. Tommy has always been a conscientious
student who passes
work on time without having to be .

- adj.

flabbergasted
greatly.

- n. the art of effective

orpersu3sivespeakingorwritmg.
. ' ,
.
rousmg - adJ. st Imng.

spur- v. encourage;giveanincentive to,

12. Mr Brown is a very manager who takes painstaking care to ensure that
every detail is in place,
(1) anxious
(2) responsible
(3) flabbergasted
(4) meticulous
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VOCABquick CHECK

Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.
1. Henry is an incorrigible and (1) stubborn

(2) persistent

liar whose habits will never change.
(3) inveterate
(4) confirmed

2. The treaty signed by the Prince has to be binding.
(1) manifested
3.

4.

5.

(2) ratified

(4) licensed

When the idea of marriage was brought up, Romeo and Juliet received their
parents' blessings and -'
(1) assurance
(2) accreditation
(3) approbation
(4) certification

(someone) for something.
adhere - v. believe in and follow the practices of.
appreciate - v. rise in value or
price.
approbation
praise.

must be warned not to take the freedom
racial discord.

(2) inspire

for money.
(1) mercenary
Leslie was
face.
(1) petrified

(3) inscribe
.

of speech

(4) insinuate

person as he will agree to do almost anything

(2) miraculous

(3) meticulous

(4) mediocre

when Jessica rejected his date because it made him lose
(2) pacified

(3) provoked

My investments will suffer unless property values
months.

-

(4) piqued
within the next few

concede - v. finally admit that
something is true.
controversial-adj. causing or
likely to cause heated debate.

incorrigible
- adj. not ableto
becorrectedorreformed.
- n. socially

(2) escalate

inflation-n.ageneralincrease

in prices and fall in the purchas109value of Il)0ney.
inscribe - v. write or carve
(words or symbols) on a surface, especially as a formal or
pennanent record.
insinuate - v. suggest (something bad) in an indirectand
unpleasant way
instigate - v. bringaboutor
initiate.
inveterate-adj. havinga longstanding and firmly established habit or activity.
manifest - v. demonstrate.
- adj.

primarily

con-

(4) appreciate

cerned with making money at
the expense of ethics.

9. The inflation rates of the country are rising rapidly and show no sign of -

mediocre - adj. of only average quality.

outto a stable rate.
(1) plunging
(2) lowering

(3) spiral

accept-

able behaviour.

mercenary

(1) soar

- n. approval;

hinding - adj. involvinga contractual obligation.
commendation - n. formal
praise.

convention

The people of Singapore
as an opportunity to -

6. Johnny is an extremely -

8.

(3) confirmed

from
Terrence's brave deed has just earned him a medal and a letter of the police.
(1) honour
(2) gratitude
(3) praise
(4) commendation

(1) instigate

7.

by the King before it becomes

- n. credit to

accreditation

(3) plummeting

(4) leveling

meticulous - adj. very careful
and precise.
petrified - adj. paralysed with
fear.

10. It is -

..
for elders and married couples to give out red packets during the. pIqued - adJ.. cleeI Imtate
d

Chinese New Year.

(1) contradictory

or

resentful.

(2) consistent

(3) customary

(4) controversial

plummet- v. decrease rapidly
in value or amount.

11. Conventions cannot be blindly (1) adhered
(2) reconciled

to if we wish for originality.
(3) adjusted
(4) accommodated

ratify - v. give fonnal cons""t
to; make officially valid.
reconcile

- v. accept

able thing).

12. You must be brave and yourself to the tragedy of having lost both your
parents in the car crash.
(1) reconcile
(2) redeem
(3) concede
(4) submit
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VOCABQuick CHECK

Choose the most suitable answer and write its number in the blank provided.
1. The newscaster

announced

2. He took out a -

4.

(3) sanctions

MrGoh is always exploiting people around him to -

(1)exaggerate

aggrandise - v. increase the
power, status, or wealth of.

(4) guidelines

bibliography - n. a list of
sources referred to in a particular work.

of arrows, picked one and fitted it to his bow.
(2) quibble
(3) quiche
(4)quiver

(1)quire
3.

-

that America has just put new economic

on Iran untilfurther notice.
(1) policies
(2) measures

(2) aggrandise

concerted - adj. done with
great effort.
consign - v. deliver to someone's custody.

his wealth and fame.

(3)procure

Iam very interested in hearing your ideas and would like you to -

on the

brief pointsyou havejust mentioned.
(1) embellish

(2) elaborate

5. You can check the -

(1) thesaurus
6.

(3) enhance

(4) emote

for synonyms of the word you have in mind.
(3) encyclopedia (4) bibliography

the colour and material you would like your shirt to be

(2) consider

(1) specify

demote

- v. give a lower

rank or

less senior position to.

(2) dictionary

Can you please tailored in?

- v.drastically
reduce

decimate

the strength of.
delimit - v. detennine the limits or boundaries of.

(4) enlarge

(3) consign

(4) exemplify

disconcerting

- adj. unsettling.

distinguish - v. be an identifYing characteristic of.
embellish

- v. adorn; decorate.

exemplify - v. give a typical
,example of.
emote

- v. portray

emotion

the-

,atrically.
feisty - adj. spirited and exuberant.
'incongruous - adj. out of place.

7.

Evelyn's disfigurement completely her self-confidence; she has since
become a recluse who hardly steps out of the house.
(1) distinguished
(2) decimated
(3) delimited
(4) demoted

'incipient - adj. beginning to
happen or develop.
indelible - adj. unable to be
forgotten.
ingenuous - adj. innocent and

8.

Danielle can be accurately

challenge!
(1) fearful
9.

Other people
and -'

described

as a

-

girl who never says no to a

unsuspecting.

inhibitive

(2) fiery

(3) fearsome

are always taking advantage

(1) inhibitive

(2) ingenious

of Adeline

(2) agreement

because

(3) ingenuous

10. When we were young, Charlie and I made a (1) oath

(4) feisty
she is naive

(4) incongruous

to always stay best friends.

(3) contract

(4) pact

tween IndIvIdualsor partIes.
procure - v. cause to happen.
- n. a slight objection
or criticism.

quibble

quiche - n.a baked flan with a
savolllY filhng thIckened wIth
eggs.
quire-no four sheetsof paper or
parchment
leaves.
quiver

11. The trek we undertook up the Himalayans Mountains left an -

mark in my

memory.I
am sure it will' always
be somethingI
rememberfondly.
.
'
'
'"
.
(1) m d e IIbl e

(2) me d Ibl e

.
(4) mcompre h ensl bl e

(3) mclplen t

- adj. restrained.

pact-n.afonnalagreementbe-

folded to forrn eight

- n. an archer's portable

case for arrows.

recluse - n. a personwho

avoids others and lives a soli-

tarylife.
sanction - n. measures

12. We all want to concentrate and make a united and
..

competition.

(1) concert

-

effort to win the

taken

by

a statetocoerceanothertocon-

fonnto an internationalagreement or nonns of conduct.

(2) concerted

(3) concerting

(4) disconcerting

thesaurus
- n. a bookthat lists
wordsin groupsof synonyms
and relatedconcepts.
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